
The Power of Twitter 

 Since discovering twitter I feel like I have grown tenfold as an educator. It has expanded my 

Personal Learning Network which has led to new learning in many ways. Connecting with educators all 

over the United States and even the world has been an invigorating experience. An example of the 

power of twitter is book chats. 

 Moderating a book chat (something I never thought I would do) has been one result of the 

power of twitter. Through this chatter about teaching, classrooms, ideas, and books I ended up 

connecting with Allison, a 3rd grade teacher in Arizona about a few professional books that we had read. 

These discussions led to the idea that we should moderate a twitter book chat about one of them. We 

chose one that had become near and dear to our heart-Notice and Note: Close Reading by Kylene Beers 

and Bob Probst. We set up a schedule for our twitter book chat and began promoting it right away.  

 This 3 week twitter chat that started as an idea between 2 friends has grown leaps and bounds. 

Both of the authors along with their publisher, Heinemann Publishing, have been a huge part. Kylene 

has even helped guide us along the way with question prompts to post during the twitter chat. Our very 

1st chat resulted in us “trending” on twitter that night.  

 

 We had also decided to create a face book group page for those that could not be a part of the 

weekly twitter chats and as a way to hold future discussions. The face book group now has over 300 

members. We never imagined this type of response. Once again; the power of twitter.  

 For those of you who are interested in entertaining the idea of moderating a twitter chat here 

are some suggestions: 

1. Open up the chat by setting some ground rules and encouraging introductions. 

2. It’s good to have two moderators so that one can post the questions while the other one is 

keeping an eye on the time. 

3. When posting questions always use this type of format: Q1, Q2, etc. Ask that responses be 

labeled A1, A2, etc. for easy reference. 

4. Have your questions predetermined. 



5. Use a platform during the chat that will allow you to only see tweets for this particular chat. 

Examples are tweet deck, twubs, and  tweet chat. This will also allow you to archive the chat for 

those that couldn’t be a part of it. 

6. Retweet, retweet, retweet. 

7. Always thank everyone at the end of the chat and REMEMBER to provide a link for the archived 

chat. 

Book chats are just one way of enhancing learning through twitter. This type of professional 

development has been more empowering than any I have ever done. The conversations have 

confirmed a lot of my thinking as well as enlightened my mind toward new ideas.  

 

 

 

 


